Endurance is the ability to sustain over time, to call for renewed commitment and effort when confronted with challenges or hardship. The Greens learnt to remain steadfast, determined and focused by doing their best in every activity, be it academics or co-curriculum.

The year began with intense practices for the Middle school Elucution, both English and Hindi. Sanjana Pant (6), Vaibhavi Saxena (7) and Sufia Adil (8) worked fervently along with the House captain, obtaining the third position in English elucution. Hanshita Joshi (4), Rashmi Rathore (7) and Aashanya Singh (8) proved their mettle with their humorous pieces in Hindi Elucution and the house bagged the first position. Ruban Kaur (11) and Jaiti Chattopadhyay eloquently recited the speech of Shakespeare. The house again being placed in the Third position, Prashasti Jaiswal (10) and Sneha Rande (11) with colossal fluency and articulation debated in Hindi, standing first and third respectively, securing the First position for the house in the competition. Ireeka Sandhu (9) bagged the First position for her soft but firmly convincing piece in English Debate. The house secured the Third position for the Senior school Hindi Elucution. Aadeeba Tasleem (12)

proven her ability to speak well in public and Naina Agarwal represented the house bravely even though she was a last minute change. Our Middle school and the Senior school Quiz contestants are always a pleasure to watch as they display awareness and aptitude. The joint effort of the teams fetched the house the Second and the First position respectively. Khiyati Singh (12) and Prashasti Jaiswal (10) each secured the second and the first individual position.

The Independence Day evokes immense spirit of patriotism in each and every heart of the Greens. Not that the spirit only evokes at that time but it evolves to renewed heights. Driven by this new revolution, the house practiced ardently for it. Our song though did not gain any position was yet appreciated for its presentation. ‘Paryavaran Ek Prashnancha’ a drama based on pollution won the house the runner-up position. Success cannot be obtained by merely hoping for it. Intense hard work, strength of mind along with self-discipline and the ability to put ones goal before ones need, helps in overcoming innumerable obstacles strown in ones path towards success. The team of swimmers consisting of Roshani Sathore(7), Palki Padliya (7), Ahi Singh (9), Kanishka Kohli (9) Aprajita Bajaj (10) and Shubhi Phartiyal (12) with their outstanding performance succeeded to win the Aquatic Shield. The house is very proud of the girls. Well done!

Sports was never the forte of the Greens, yet with the determination to perform better the girls put in the extra effort which led them to succeed in many events on the field. The House attained the Third position in Football captained by Kushri Rastogi and Carrom played by Kushri Rastogi (12) and Kushri Shah (11). Second position in Hockey and the First position in Badminton and Basketball. The power of endurance strengthened the will of our Athletes to practice diligently to achieve their goals. Kayya Bargoti was awarded The Best Athlete in the junior category Khushi Rastogi, Kanishka Kohli, Ahi Singh, Sara Khan and Sumayya Fatima all received many laurels in their respective category. The effort of the athletic team placed the Greens in the Third position.

Throughout the year Muskan Shah carried out her duty to the best of her ability. She lived up to the oath taken up by her at the investiture ceremony. She guided the girls with dedication and determination. Under her leadership, the house learnt the true meaning of unity. Class twelve stood by her to shoulder the responsibility. I wish the girls appearing for ICSC and ISC the best. Always remember there is no substitute for hard work. A special word for ISC students: “As you step out of this nest into the world, spread your wings, embrace your fears, chase your dreams and soar to success just like an eagle.

Right through the year as always our Principal Mrs K E Jeremiah has been encouraging the girls in all that she fads on during practices and events. I thank her for all her support.

“WITH STEPS TOGETHER WE BEGAN THE JOURNEY OF TALENTS THAT IS GREAT, OF HOPE AND FAITH BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY OF BONDS THAT NEVER BREAK” For many years, athletics and academics was the backbone of the 3rd position in Football captained by Kushri Rastogi, we were lucky to have three of the college team players whose presence and influence in basketball too got us the 1st position. The Greens reached the gates of victory in Hockey as they secured the 2nd position, Kushri Rastogi entered the 1st position in Badminton. Carrom was another challenge but Kushri Rastogi (12) and Kushri Shah (11) stood 3rd. In spite of not securing a place in house singing, our presentation of it was applauded by one and all a without hope and confidence.”

I entered through the gates of All Saints’ 12 years ago without even a hint of my past and no knowledge of my future, but All Saints’ gave me confidence and modified me into a girl who can think wisely about her present and become the creator of her future. As I get down to writing this report I distinctly remember the day when the auditorium resounded with the echo of my name conjined with the resonance of Dorothy King House captain for the year 2018. I realized then that this would be accomplished by a year full of hard work, but I was determined to fulfill my duties exceptionally well and not let the pride of this boy go down.

This year was full of excitement and hard work for me. The days passed by with rigorous practice for the most coveted trophies-The Marching Shield. At every bend I was encouraged by the image of the best “Marching Squad” in the world which I would practice all the while trying to attain perfection unfortunately we got the 4th position but this made them more determined to work hard. The academic year 2018 started with a whole bunch of elucution and debates setting a new record. Greens proved their fact in the following event we stood 3rd in the Middle School Elucution. The Shakespeare’s speech was beautifully recited by Ruban Sidhu (11) and Jaiti Chattopadhyay (10) they achieved the 3rd position, Prashasti Jaiswal (10) and Sneha Pandey (11) attained the position after their brilliant performances in the Hindi debate. We did outstandingly well in the Middle School Hindi Elucution where Hanshita Joshi (6) and Rashmi Rathore (7) stood First and Third respectively. The girls, which were nostalgic in nature, Greens stood 3rd in Annual Quiz by Aadeeba Tasleem (12) and Naina Agarwal (10) both Humorous essay to the house. Greens are well known for their excellence in Quiz, senior quiz team comprised of Kushri Singh (12) and Prashasti Jaiswal (10) were awarded the 2nd position. Junior quiz team stood 2nd with their impressive performance.

In the realm of sports Greens came out with flying colors, the “SOAR TO SUCCESS” attitude led us on. Every drop of sweat during the practices contributed to our achievement on these very grounds and this year was no different. Yet the endurance, commitment and the strength of the Greens reflect on each one of us, keep the fire raging, keep the enthusiasm high, clasp tight to your will and commit to fly, Hold on, stay still, the Eagles shall band again.

Mrs A Richards
House Mistress

Song to success
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